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gRammaR fixeR: QuestiOn WORDs
In this Grammar Fixer we are going to look at some question words. Use the article “What Do You Do When You Can’t Go Out?” 
on p. 8.

teacheRs’ file
this teachers’ file (tf) contains grammar, a lesson plan and activities based on  
the magazine and the cD. the tf, along with the recording scripts, is available for 
online users. Registration password: london.

may–june 09–10/2020

1

1 WhO?

2 Why?

3 WheRe?

4 What?

Read the conversations. after each part, choose the right word for the explanation.task

emma: I found this photo in a box. It’s very, very old, isn’t it?  
emma’s mum: Very funny, darling child. Do you know who the people are?
emma: It’s you, isn’t it, Mummy?
emma’s mum: Yes. And there is your Auntie Rose.

Who is for methods / things / people.

emma: You have such strange clothes. Why? 
emma’s mum: Because they were good for dancing. 
emma: Were you in the theatre? 
emma’s mm: No. Not the theatre.

Why is for reasons / places / things.

emma: So where were you in this picture?
emma’s mum: We were in New York, at a rave.
emma: A rave? You mean a techno party? 
emma’s mum: Yes. 

Where is for people / places / time.

emma: Really? You listened to techno? 
emma’s mum: Look at the picture again. What are Rose and I holding?
emma: Some big, square bags. 
emma’s mum: And what is in the bags?

What is for time / things / methods.

Emma was bored at home. She started looking in some old boxes. She found a photograph of two young 
women. She asked her mum about it. She used different question words to ask about places, times, 
methods, things, people and reasons.
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5 When?

6 hOW?

7  hOW + aDjectiVe / aDVeRB 

emma: Um... Are they records? No way! Were you a DJ?
emma’s mum: Yes. Your Auntie Rose and I were DJs.
emma: When was it?
emma’s mum: About 2001, I think.

When is for places / reasons / time.

emma: How did you learn?
emma’s mum: My friend taught me.
emma: Was he a DJ?
emma’s mum: She, not he. Yes. She was quite famous in the 1990s.

How is for things / times / methods.

With an adjective or adverb, how is to ask for details about something. for example, you 
can say She is tall. But does tall mean 170 cm? Or 189 cm? Or maybe 220 cm? to find out, 
you can ask, How tall is she? 

emma: How old are you in the picture?
emma’s mum: I was 18 or 19 years old. Rose was about 21.
emma: How often did you play?
emma’s mum: About three or four times a month. 
emma: How many times did you DJ in clubs?
emma’s mum: About 30 or 40 times, I think.
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gRammaR checkeR

Write the six question words (five of them start with wh-, one starts with h-). 

in these conversations, choose the best question word for each gap.

task 1

task 3

task 2 answer the questions about the conversation 
on pp. 1 and 2.

1 Who was in the picture?

2 Why did Emma think that they were in the theatre? 

3 When and where was the picture taken?

4 What were Emma’s mum and aunt in the early 2000s?

5 Who taught Emma’s mum how to DJ?

6 How old is Emma’s mum now?

1 _________________ did you stop DJing? About 18 years ago.

2 _________________ did you stop? Because I wanted to be a doctor, so I needed to study more. 

3 _________________ did you DJ? In clubs in New York and New Jersey.

4 _________________ was your favourite record? I loved “Don’t Laugh” by Josh Winx.

5 _________________ are your records now? I don’t have them. I sold them a long time ago.

6 _________________ did you sell them? Because I needed the money to pay for medical school.

7 _________________ was the most famous DJ you supported? Carl Cox, I think.

8 _________________ did you get the money for so many records? I had a job in a bar. 

Clubs paid me money to DJ, too.

9 _________________ music did you play? Techno, breakbeat and jungle. 

10 _________________ didn’t you tell me before? I didn’t know my mum was cool.  

Well, it was a very, very long time ago.
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4 Costing a lot of money (9)
5 Normal (unlike Artemis Fowl!) (7)
6 Not needing help from other people (11)
8 A spaceman (or woman) (9)
10 Cars, buses, lorries, bikes, vans, etc. (8)
12 Three Sundays before Easter, or the second 
 Sunday in May? It depends where you live (7, 3)
15 Cleaning the home, washing clothes and  
 dishes, etc. (9)
18 Kenya’s capital city (7)
19 Atishoo! Catch this in a tissue or your elbow – 
 not your hand (6)

1 The fans of an Australian musical duo (8, 6)
2 A road (or part of a road) only for bicycles (5, 4)
3 The skin-colour chemical (7)
6 A music-maker (a guitar, for example) (10)
7 Another word for a shop (5)
9 A pink African bird with long legs and neck (8)
11 A pop-music group with only young men (3, 4)
13 The meal in the middle of the day (5)
14 A Kenyan product you probably have in your 
 kitchen (6)
16 A place where people work, usually on  
 computers (6)
17 A group of lions (5)

the gReat Big cROssWORD Of the issue

acROss
DOWn

Work with some friends to finish the crossword puzzle.

all the words are somewhere in the may–june 2020 issue of RR. look at sentences 1–19 and think about 
where in the magazine the answers can be. Across words go from left to right. Down words go from top 
to bottom. the number of letters is in brackets, like this (7). two numbers, e.g. (3, 9), means there are two 
words (write two-word answers likethis).
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WaRm-up 
p. 4, CD Track 1

QuiZ / hOmeWORk
Handout D

ReaDing
pp. 6–7, Handout A

5–10 mins

10 mins

VOcaBulaRy, pROnunciatiOn, speaking, ReaDing, 
listening

VOcaBulaRy

ReaDing, speaking, VOcaBulaRy, WRiting

1 Whole class
Have students open their magazines at page 4. Ask 
for volunteers to each name one thing in the picture. 
Make sure each vehicle in the picture is named at least 
once. Have the whole class repeat each word and check 
pronunciation.

2 individual Work / pair Work
Play CD Track 1 and ask the students to do Task 1. They 
can work individually or in pairs. Check their answers as  
a class. Practise the pronunciation.

pair Work
Divide the class into pairs or small groups. Give each pair 
one copy of Handout B. Students work together to solve 
the logic puzzle. Once students have finished, have the 
whole class read out the answers as full sentences  
(e.g. Jack is going to London by taxi.) in unison, drilling the 
sentence structure and checking that everyone has the 
same answers. 

group Work
Either prepare the game cards from Handout C by cutting 
them out in advance, or have the groups cut out their 
own cards. Each group gets one set of cards and the 
game instructions. First, they sort them into “transport” 
and “place” cards and make two piles. Then they play the 
game. Students take turns drawing one transport and one 
place card, then they use them to make a sentence like  
I am going to [London] by [bus]. They then add one more 
sentence describing what they will do there, e.g. I’m going 
to visit the queen. The game continues until the cards 
are all used. If there is extra time, they can reshuffle the 
decks and keep playing.

This task can be given as an extra task to those students 
who finish earlier or as homework, depending on how 
much time is left at the end of the lesson. 

1 Whole class
Read the introductory paragraph as a class. Make sure the 
students understand the topic of the text. 

2 group Work
Divide the class into three groups. Have each group read 
one of the three parts of the article together (Fenna, 
Amsterdam; Matteo, Venice; Kimberley, Los Angeles). 
They should work together to look up and translate any 
unfamiliar words and make sure they understand the 
whole paragraph before continuing. Walk around the 
class, monitor their work and help them if necessary.

3 group Work 
Ask the groups to fill in Handout A based on what they 
have just read. Ask them not to write more than three 
sentences. Ask each group to present their answers to 
the class. The rest of the class should write the answers 
down.

leVel: A1–A2 time: 45 mins 
lessOn aims 
students will be able to:
•	 use vocabulary and phrases related to travel and holidays
•	 talk about a planned holiday
tOpic: Travel
mateRials: “Let’s Go” (p. 4); “Travel Around the World” (pp. 6–7); CD Track 1; May–June Recording Scripts; Handouts

sOlutiOns    See page 12.

lessOn plan                                               time tO tRaVel

15–20 mins

puZZle
Handout B

game  
Handout C

5–10 mins

10–15 mins

ReaDing, VOcaBulaRy, gRammaR

ReaDing, VOcaBulaRy, speaking
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hanDOuts 

hanDOut a 

hanDOut B

6

Read your part of the article. Write the information in the boxes. Write the other information when other 
groups share their answers.

Place Amsterdam Venice Los Angeles

Types of transport

What’s good about it?

What’s bad about it?

time tO tRaVel
six friends are going on holiday to different places. Who is going where? how are they going there?

Jack

going to ____________

         by ____________

Arianna

going to ____________

           by ____________

Claire

going to ____________

           by ____________

Isaac

going to ____________

           by ____________

Kylie

going to ____________

           by ____________

Zach

going to ____________

           by ____________
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hanDOut c 

7

play the holiday game. make two piles of cards. One pile is “transport”, and one pile is “places”. take turns. 
When it’s your turn, take one transport card and one place card. make a sentence with them. for example: 
I’m going to [London] by [bus]. then, say one more sentence about what you’re going to do there. try to say 
something funny. for example: I’m going to play Minecraft with the queen.

 ► One of the girls is going to Mars.

 ► Kylie is going somewhere really cold.

 ► Someone is going by car.

 ► The person going to Hawaii is a girl.

 ► One of the boys is going by helicopter.

 ► Someone is going to London by taxi.

 ► Isaac is going to school.

 ► Arianna is going to an island.

 ► Someone is going to the park by plane.

 ► There is a train going to Antarctica.

 ► Zach isn’t going to a different country.

 ► Someone is going to a different planet by bus.

bike Paris tram helicopter

the park plane Mars train

Pluto Hawaii boat the zoo

motorbike London car Antarctica

bus Australia New York taxi
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hanDOut D

A JOKE
Question: How are cars like elephants?
Answer:

1  
_  

_  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  2  _  _  _    _  _
  _

  _
  3

  _
  _

  _  _  _  4  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  5  _  _  _  _  _    _  _  _  _  _  _  _  6  _  _  _  _  7  _
  _

  _
  _

  _
  _

  _
  _

  _
  8  _  _  _  _  _  _  9  _  _  _  _  10  _  _  _  _  _

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Look at the pictures. Write the right words in the puzzle. Copy the letters with symbols into the joke. 

v .
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actiVities 

mOtheR’s Day                                 p. 20, CD Track 9

summeR cOnceRts; sOng                                 pp. 24–25

listening, ReaDing, VOcaBulaRy

listening, ReaDing, VOcaBulaRy

can you change the order of the words and write the correct lines of the poem?  
then listen to cD track 9 and check your answers. 

*glOssaRy
light – a lamp
to shine – to make light

Read the song lyrics in Recording scripts (online).

Listen to the song “Lights Up”.
Scan the QR code or go to bit.ly/3ahdIqh.

Read some lines from the song “lights* up” by harry styles. choose the right words.  
then listen to the song and check your answers.  

a cup Of tea fOR mum

try my best / I will / in every way

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Mother’s Day / extra sweet / To be / on 

______________________________________________________________________________________________

you / with me / become / But / upset / if

______________________________________________________________________________________________

have / and / a cup of tea / Please / relax

______________________________________________________________________________________________

A What do you mean / want?

B Can’t you look / see?

C All the lamps / lights couldn’t put out the dark

D Lights up and they know / tell you who you are

E Do you know who you / they are?

F Shine*, I’m not ever going there / back

G Shine, step into the light / life
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GULLIVER’S TRAVELS                                 pp. 14–15, CD Track 15

THE DoG AnD THE JAckAL                                p. 36, CD Track 16

ReaDing, listening, VOcaBulaRy

ReaDing, listening, VOcaBulaRy

Read and listen to the comic strip (cD track 15). put the sentences in the right order.  
Write numbers in the boxes.

Read and listen to the comic strip (cD track 16). Read the sentences. are they true or false? 
circle t or f. correct the mistakes.

1 Gulliver lives with the horses for two years.

Gulliver and the horses build a boat.

The white horse tells the brown horse what war is.

The white horse asks Gulliver about war.

Gulliver’s family is happy to see him.

Gulliver helps feed the Yahoos.

The horses tell Gulliver he can’t live with them.

Gulliver starts to think he is really a wild animal.

Gulliver explains what it means to lie.

Gulliver goes home on his new boat.

11 Gulliver talks to his best friend (a horse) every day.

1 The dog and the jackal were together every day. T F

2 One day, they can’t find any water. T F

3 The jackal tells the dog about the village. T F

4 The jackal goes to the village to get fire. T F

5 The man says the dog can’t get warm. T F

6 The dog eats a bone by the fire. T F

7 The dog is cold. T F

8 The jackal wants to stay with the man. T F

9 The dog doesn’t go back to his friend, the jackal. T F
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the mysteRy Of the haunteD theatRe                                 p. 28 (GE: p. 30), CD Track 14

ReaDing, WRiting, VOcaBulaRy, speaking

activity 1
Read and listen to the conversation (cD track 14). the detective is talking to the businessman, 
samuel Butterworth.

Detective: Hello, Mr Butterworth.

samuel: Oh, hello, detective. Can I help you with something?

Detective: Yes, I think you can. You want to buy Mirren Theatre, right?

samuel: That’s right. I want to build a shopping centre there, but Ms Mirren doesn’t want to sell the theatre.

Detective: Why are you still sending her letters, then?

samuel: Well, er... I hope she will change her mind. 

Detective: Because people aren’t going to the theatre?

samuel: Yes. They’re afraid of the ghost. It’s very sad. 

Detective: I read about it in the newspaper. You must be very proud of your daughter.

samuel: Yes, she’s a great journalist... Wait. How did you know she was my daughter?

Detective: I’m a detective, Sam. And I have bad news for you: the photo of the ghost is fake. Your daughter  
is a liar.

samuel: She is? Oh. How... sad. 

Detective: Yes, it is sad. She’s going to jail.

samuel: For writing an article? You can’t put her in jail for that!

Detective: No, but we can put her in jail for hurting people. She hurt the builder at the theatre. We found her 
footprints there. It’s very sad. Very, very sad. And that actor...

samuel: But she didn’t hurt the actor! She wasn’t even there that day.

Detective: That’s right. You were there that day to have a meeting with Ms Mirren. We know she said she 
didn’t want to sell the theatre. And we know you took her scissors and cut the rope so the light fell 
on the actor. 

samuel: How do you know that? I mean, er, it wasn’t me!

Detective: But your fingerprints are on the scissors, Sam. And then your daughter wanted to help you, so 
she wrote that bad article with the fake photo of a ghost. And when Ms Mirren still didn’t want 
to sell the theatre, she hurt the builder.

samuel: It’s not true! It wasn’t her idea. Please don’t put her in jail. It was me. It was all my idea. I’m 
sorry.

Detective: That’s all I needed to hear. You’re going to jail, Mr Butterworth. But I think your daughter is 
safe. I just hope she learnt an important lesson about not lying in the newspaper.

activity 2
With a partner, read the recording script together. One person is the detective and one person is samuel 
Butterworth.

activity 3
Writing: Dear journal
every detective has a journal. you are the detective. the mystery is finished. When did you know who did it? 
Were you surprised? What do you think of samuel Butterworth? Write in your journal. 
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sOlutiOns fROm the magaZinesOlutiOns fROm 
the teacheRs’ file Let’s Go!; pp. 4–5

TASK 1: the things in the picture: boat, motorbike, lorry, 
bike, airport, plane, tram, bus, car, train, helicopter. 
Lucy would like to travel by motorbike. Yo-Yee would 
like to travel by boat. Perzil would like to travel by lorry.
TASK 2: 1 helicopter; 2 bus stop; 3 lorry; 4 airport;  
5 train station; 6 tram; 7 motorbike; 8 ticket; 9 boat / 
ship; 10 plane
The answer: They both have trunks.
TASK 3: How can we get to Paris?; How can we get to 
Rome?; So many means of transport; So many ways to 
go; We can drive a car; No matter how far; We can fly  
a plane; As fast as a hurricane ; We can go by train; 
Along a railway; We can take a bus; It’s so good for us; 
We can ride a bike; That’s something all kids like

Travel Around the World; pp. 6–7
TASK 1: A school; B cheap; C Tokyo
TASK 2: 1 gondola; 2 motorbike; 3 bullet train;  
4 subway; 5 water bus; 6 electric car

At the Airport; p. 9
TASK 1: A Perzil and Yo-Yee; B Yo-Yee; C Perzil and 
Yo-Yee; D Lucy; E Perzil and Yo-Yee; F Lucy; G Perzil and 
Yo-Yee
TASK 2: 1 airport; 2 you; 3 like; 4 Do; 5 How; 6 does;  
7 not

Around the World; pp. 10–11
Which animals don’t live in Kenya? b) tigers
TASK 1: 1a; 2b; 3b; 4b; 5c; 6a
TASK 2: 1 two, tribes; 2 coffee, milk; 3 elephants, 
giraffes; 4 bones; 5 gold, running

Lions; pp. 12–13
How long do lions sleep every day? 16–20 hours
TASK 1: A day; B run; C jungle
TASK 2: Class: mammal; Habitat: savannah; Food: 
carnivore; Size: 140–220 cm long; Weight: 120–200 kg; 
Speed: up to 80 kph; Good sense of: hearing, smell, 
sight; Hibernates?: no; Swims?: Only if it has to;  
Life span: 10–14 years in the wild

Stuck at Home; pp. 16–17
TASK: 1 quarantine; 2 pandemic; 3 tissue; 4 illness;  
5 bored; 6 coronavirus; 7 new; The answer: rainbow

Artemis Fowl, Child Criminal; pp. 18–19
TASK: a suit; sunglasses; a tie

Mother’s Day; p. 20
TASK: 1 Sunday; 2 thank you; 3 breakfast in bed;  
4 housework; 5 flowers

The Force Is With You; p. 21
Mostly As: You are Rey. You care about others and want 
to help them. You are strong and independent, but 
you know that you sometimes need help. Oh, and your 
teacher is pretty cool.
Mostly Bs: You are Baby Yoda. You don’t worry much 
and enjoy life. Everyone either loves you or wants to kill 

you. Maybe you need to be a bit more grown up.
Mostly Cs: You are BB8. You’re a good friend. You are 
strong and helpful. People like you and trust you. But 
do they understand you?    
Mostly Ds: You are Kylo Ren. You have a good heart, but 
you are angry and ambitious. You want to be the best 
and the strongest, but you have to learn to think about 
other people more. 

The Price of Fun; pp. 22–23
TASK: 1E; 2C; 3A; 4B; 5D

Summer Concerts; pp. 24–25
TASK 1: not; let; sent; nose; toes; lose
TASK 2: 1 five > four; 2 girl bands > boy bands;  
3 zombies > skeletons; 4 first > second; 5 2012 > 2011; 
6 three > two

Summer Around the Corner; pp. 26–27
TASK: 1E; 2A; 3C; 4F; 5B; 6D; 7C; 8E

The Mystery of the Haunted Theatre; p. 28
          p. 30
TASK 1: 1 photo, ghost, fake; 2 fingerprints, scissors, 
businessman; 3 footprints, journalist; 4 last name, 
father, daughter; 5 shopping centre, sell; 6 fainted, 
medicine, panic attack; 7 sleep, tired; 8 safe
TASK 2: (Sample Answer) The businessman and the 
journalist did it because they are father and daughter 
and they want to buy the theatre and build a shopping 
centre. If people stop going to the theatre, Beverly 
Mirren has to sell it.

Watch and Learn; pp. 28–29 

TASK: tasks > crafts; HOME > KIDS; parents > kids; cars > 
things; ugly > cool; music > talking; country > language; 
Clothes > Things; carrying > throwing; teacher > planet

Puzzle Time; pp. 29–31
  pp. 31–33

TASK 1: Jack – London – taxi; Arianna – Hawaii – car; 
Claire – Mars – bus; Isaac – school – helicopter;  
Kylie – Antarctica – train; Zach – the park – plane
TASK 2: 1 girl; 2 hunting; 3 mane; 4 wildebeest;  
5 protect; The answer: Time to get a new hat.
TASK 3: Clothes: gloves, jacket, shirt, socks, trousers; 
Animal body parts: beak, claw, feather, fur, tail;  
Fruit and vegetables: carrot, cucumber, pear, 
strawberry, tomato; At the doctor’s: bandage, cough, 
medicine, stomach ache, temperature; Message: Sand 
and sun, summer has begun.

ESOL Practice Test; pp. 32–33
  pp. 34–35

Part 3: 1C; 2A; 3B; 4B; 5A

GRAMMAR FIXER
TASK: 1 people; 2 reasons; 3 places; 4 things; 5 time;  
6 methods

GRAMMAR CHECKER
TASK 1: who; what; when; why; where; how
TASK 2: (Sample Answer) 1 Emma’s mum and aunt;  
2 Because there were wearing strange clothes; 3 In the 
early 2000s at a rave in New York; 4 They were DJs;  
5 Her friend, who was a famous DJ in the 1990s;  
6 39 or 40 (She was 18 or 19 in 2001)
TASK 3: 1 When; 2 Why; 3 Where; 4 What;  
5 Where; 6 Why; 7 Who; 8 How; 9 What; 10 Why

CROSSWORD
Across: 4 expensive; 5 typical; 6 independent;  
8 astronaut; 10 vehicles; 12 Mother’s Day;  
15 housework; 18 Nairobi; 19 sneeze; Down: 1 Skeleton 
Clique; 2 cycle path; 3 melanin; 6 instrument; 7 store; 
9 flamingo; 11 boy band; 13 lunch; 14 coffee; 16 office; 
17 pride

LESSON PLAN
HANDOUT A: (Sample Answer) Amsterdam: bike, it’s 
good for the environment and keeps you fit, nothing; 
Venice: boat / gondola / vaporetto / walking, walking is 
better for the environment than going by car, gondolas 
are expensive; Los Angeles: car / bus / truck (= lorry –  
BrE) / motorbike / taxi, you can go a long way and 
electric cars are good for the environment; all the 
vehicles make the air dirty
HANDOUT B: Jack – London – taxi; Arianna – Hawaii –  
car; Claire – Mars – bus; Isaac – school – helicopter; 
Kylie – Antarctica – train; Zach – the park – plane
HANDOUT D: 1 helicopter; 2 bus stop; 3 lorry; 4 airport; 
5 train station; 6 tram; 7 motorbike; 8 ticket; 9 boat;  
10 plane; The answer: They both have trunks.

ACTIVITIES
Mother’s Day
A Cup of Tea for Mum
I will try my best in every way
To be extra sweet on Mother’s Day
But if you become upset with me
Please relax and have a cup of tea

Summer Concerts; Song
A mean; B see; C lights; D know; E they; F back; G light

Gulliver’s Travels
1; 8; 5; 2; 10; 3; 7; 6; 4; 9; 11

The Dog and the Jackal
1 T; 2 F (water > food); 3 T; 4 F (jackal > dog);  
5 F (can’t > can); 6 T; 7 T; 8 F (jackal > dog); 9 T

sOlutiOns 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


